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1.

Introduction

This release information describes the most important functionalities delivered by Allocare AMS
Release 18.3.
The delivery of the software releases is handled via support or project managers. For additional
information regarding functionality please contact our support:
Phone: +41 62 748 65 55
Fax: +41 62 748 65 59
Mail: support@allocare.com
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2.

General

For Allocare AMS release 18.3, the development focused primarily on extending the possibilities
for adding, storing and viewing more data for different objects. Features like multiple transaction
references, dynamic lists and additional search fields are a part of this effort. Developments made
to enhance the Allocare AMS Info messaging functionality are also an important part of this release. Background maintenance was conducted for several application areas as an (internal)
housekeeping project. Finally, a noteworthy change is the renaming of Allocare AMS Web to
‘Allocare WEB’. The new name and logo signifies our increased focus on the web application.
Following is a short summary of the major developments in Allocare AMS release 18.3. These
and several other are described in the subsequent chapters.

Allocare AMS Portfolio
 Portfolio Depreciation: In compliance with the directive 2014/65/EU article 25(6) (MiFID
II), the Portfolio Depreciation method is now available that calculates depreciation of portfolio value based on portfolio flow.
 Multiple References for Transactions: Identifier Systems have been extended for transactions. This extension supports the clients’ requirement of being able to use multiple references
for transactions.
 Search by Customer-Specific Fields: Search functionality for objects has been enhanced by
adding customer-specific fields to search dialogs.
 Interactive Allocare AMS Info: Composition of automated messages now comes with the
possibility to include hyperlinks. As a first use case for this new feature, alerts have been implemented for portfolio depreciation limits.

Allocare WEB (formerly Allocare AMS Web)
 Allocare AMS Web has been renamed to ‘Allocare WEB’.
 Dynamic Layout and Column Selection for Lists: The Portfolio List and the Investment
List have been enhanced to include the dynamic column selection options.
 Price Information in Investment Details: Price information fields and a price chart have
been added to the Investment Details page.

Important Information


Support for SQL Server 2008 / 2008 R2 has been discontinued from Allocare AMS release
18.3.
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3.

Allocare AMS Portfolio

3.1

Multiple References for Transactions

The Identifier Systems used in the application for referencing portfolios, investments and legal
entities have been extended for transactions. This extension supports the clients’ requirement of
being able to use multiple references for transactions. By means of Identifier Systems (for tran saction usage) any number of transaction references can be defined.
Significant changes in the application with regard to this new feature can be seen in:
 Identifier Systems Editor: For defining the Identifier System for use by transactions.
 Transaction Editor: For adding new references to transactions.
 Transaction Search: For searching transactions by a given reference.

Identifier Systems Editor
In the Identifier Systems editor, the Usage field now has an additional option ‘Transaction’ that
configures an Identifier System to be used for transactions. The Usage column has also been
added in the list for a quick view of the Usage scope of Identifier Systems.

Figure 1: Identifier Systems - Usage
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Transaction Editor
The reference(s) by identifier systems can be set up in the new Reference tab:

Figure 2: (Internal Money Transfer) Transaction Editor – Reference Tab

The Reference tab is visible only if at least one Identifier System in the application is configured
for use by transactions (i.e. Usage = ‘Transaction’). The existing Reference and Ext. Ref. fields
(if defined) in the Transaction tab will also be listed in the Reference tab.

Transaction Search
The Reference field for transaction search is modified with the addition of a dropdown of available transaction Identifier Systems. As a result, transactions for a given reference number in the
selected Identifier System are searched.

Figure 3: Search Transaction

For retrieving transactions linked to a range of reference numbers, the adjacent To checkbox
must be marked.
Release Information 18.3
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3.2

Lists

Lists serve the purpose of presenting desired information to users giving a first glance of the
object properties. For users requiring an even more detailed view of object properties to perform
their analyses we have enhanced the following lists to include more columns:

Legal Entity List
All identifier and classifier information for legal entities can now be viewed withi n the legal
entity list. The list has been adapted with the dynamic list features similar to other lists (e.g.
transaction list) in the application.

Figure 4: Legal Entity List

Dynamic lists provide users the control to display additional information in lists including the
customer-specific fields. Users can define a desired arrangement of columns in the Choose Columns dialog:

Figure 5: Choose Columns Dialog
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Transaction List
Document types attached to transactions can now be viewed from within the list. Users can select
the available document type column(s) from the Choose Columns dialog. The number of documents will be displayed for each transaction within the list.

Figure 6: Transaction List – Transaction Advice (Document Type)

Additionally, the OTC and Listed fields from the linked investment can also be viewed in the
transaction list as columns. These two fields correspond to the respective settings in the Inves tment editor, Issue tab (Trading).

3.3

Search Dialogs

3.3.1

Search by Customer-Specific Fields

The application now allows searching for objects by the values of customer -specific fields. These
fields can be found in the new Custom tab available in search editors:

Figure 7: Portfolio Search by Custom Fields

Figure 8: Transaction Search by Custom Fields

The Custom tab is visible only if customer-specific fields for the selected object exist in the database.
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3.4

New Methods

A group of performance contribution methods already exists in the application that performs
calculations based on the average invested capital or the gain / loss values. This group has been
extended to include additional performance contribution (TWR) methods that use the linked daily
total return as a basis for calculation instead of the overall period gain / loss. With this new a pproach, the effective daily contribution is taken into consideration and geometrically linked with
the rest of the portfolio return. It evaluates the additive contribution of every position (subportfolio) to the total portfolio return.
The following new contribution methods have been added:
 TWR Total Contrib by Return: This method calculates the contribution of investment objects or subportfolios to the total portfolio return.
 TWR Total Contrib by Return (Gross): This method calculates the contribution of investment objects or subportfolios to the total portfolio return using the Gross policy for flow definition.
 TWR Total Contrib by Return (Client): This method calculates the contribution of investment objects or subportfolios to the total portfolio return using a client-specific policy for
flow definition.

Important Information
Please note that the existing contribution methods have been renamed in order to maintain consistency in naming with the new contribution methods. These methods do not have any associated
time-series. However the user-defined data generation jobs containing these methods will be
impacted by this change. Users must change the respective jobs accordingly.
The renamed methods are:
 TWR Total Contrib renamed to TWR Total Contrib by G/L
 TWR Total Contrib (Client) renamed to TWR Total Contrib by G/L (Client)
 TWR Total Contrib (Gross renamed to TWR Total Contrib by G/L (Gross)
 TWR Local Contrib renamed to TWR Local Contrib by G/L
 TWR Ccy Contrib renamed to TWR Ccy Contrib by G/L

3.5

Constraint Versioning and 4-Eyes-Principle

Changes made to constraints can now be tracked via a versioning system in place. Additionally
these changes can be controlled by enabling the 4-eyes-principle. Both the functionalities are
licensed as a separate add-on.
If licensed, corresponding options can be made effective in the system via the following new
permissions in Allocare AMS Administration (Role Manager):
 Enable Constraint Versioning: Enables versioning of constraints. In order to make changes
to a constraint, it must be checked out first and then checked in.
 Enable Constraint 4-Eyes: Enables the 4-eyes-check for changing constraints. The 4-eyescheck implies that a user may check out a constraint and make changes. The changed co nstraint however can be checked in only by another authorized person.
 Enable Constraint Link 4-Eyes: Enables the 4-eyes-check for changing the portfolio links in
constraints or correspondingly the constraint links in portfolios.
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Figure 9: New Permissions for Constraints

Once the permission is assigned to the appropriate user role, the user is able to Check Out the
constraint in the Constraint editor, make changes and Check In:

Figure 10: Constraint Editor - Versioning Options

Upon checking in a constraint, it is mandatory to provide a description for the change (s) made to
be stored with the version history.
Additionally, a 4-eyes-principle can be activated for the changes made to constraints. The principle takes affect when the respective permission (Enable Constraint 4-Eyes) is also marked for the
role (making constraint changes). When marked, the user checking out the constraint for changes
will not be allowed to check in. Only another authorized person must review the changes and
check in.
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Similarly, changes made to constraint links (Portfolio tab) can be authorized by the ‘Enable Constraint Link 4-Eyes’ permission.

3.6

Transfer of Code Values

When setting up new databases, the process of adding functionalities (defined via code values) is
now simplified by means of the new code values transfer. Code values can be transferred b etween databases with compatible data definitions with the new Import and Export options available in the editor:

Figure 11: Code Values - Import / Export

As a special use case, this feature will allow for transfer of time buckets between databases. Configuring time buckets in the application is a cumbersome task. Due to the option of transferring
preconfigured time buckets from one database to another, this task will not have to be repeated
unnecessarily.

3.7

Compliance Regulations

3.7.1

Portfolio Depreciation

The directive 2014/65/EU article 25(6) (MiFID II) makes it mandatory for portfolio management
firms to inform clients when overall value of the portfolio, as evaluated at the beginning of each
reporting period, depreciates by ‘10%’ and thereafter at ‘multiples of 10%’.
Allocare AMS 18.3 comes with a set of enhancements addressing this directive :

New Method
A new method ‘Pfo Depreciation’ is available that calculates the depreciation of portfolio value
for a period based on portfolio flow. Values can be computed as Quarter-to-Date (QTD) or as
Month-to-Date (MTD) and are stored in the respective time series.

Checking of Limits
The application can automatically check for the overall portfolio value depreciation by 10%, and
thereafter multiples of 10%, during a given reporting period (monthly or quarterly). This is
achieved by means of a new stored procedure.
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The stored procedure can either be started manually or scheduled via a scheduling utility (e.g. an
SQL job). On reaching the 10% depreciation limit, alerts are sent to the portfolio manager(s) via
Allocare AMS Info.

Figure 12: Allocare AMS Info Message - Automatic Alert

Additionally the results can also be saved and reported via a customer specific solution. The
stored procedure is preloaded in the database and can be started by providing the necessary p arameter values.

3.7.2

EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)

Regulation (EU) 2016/6791, the European Union’s new General Data Protection Regulation
(‘GDPR’), regulates the processing by an individual, a company or an organisation of personal
data relating to individuals (natural persons) in the EU. It goes into force on 25 of May 2018.
This regulation affects Allocare clients if one of the following applies:
1) Client is based in the EU or has a branch office in the EU;
2) Client offers services in the EU;
3) Client processes data of EU residents on behalf of a third party or for itself.
Key topics of this regulation are: Personal Data Inventory and Usage, Data Processing Standards
and Data Security. Especially relevant are the control, processing and protection of personal data
to comply with GDPR Data Subject Rights.
The implications of this regulation may vary from client to client. At our end, we have already
conducted a generic research and are available to investigate the topic further specific to the client’s business requirements. Contact us for details.

3.8

Allocare AMS Info

Typically Allocare AMS Info messages are automatically generated notifications for users. As a
step towards improving a user’s course of action when a message is received, the message composition has been enhanced with a possibility to include hyperlinks to lists. A hyperlink directly
opens the respective list in Allocare AMS Portfolio for user to continue with the necessary task.
The setup defining the hyperlink composition for messages is configurable via stored procedures
that will be developed upon request as per the customer’s requirements.
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Figure 13: Allocare AMS Info Message Containing Hyperlinks

Extension of these hyperlinks for editors and other tools is planned for future releases.
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4.

Allocare AMS Administration

4.1

Transfer of Roles between Databases

When setting up new databases, the process of adding roles can be simplified by means of t he
new roles transfer functionality. Roles defined in one database can be exported for reuse in another database by the Import and Export options added to the Role Manager:

Figure 14: Role Manager - Transfer of Roles
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5.

Allocare WEB

Dynamic Layout and Column Selection for Lists
The Portfolio List and the Investment List have been enhanced to include the dynamic column
selection options. Similar to the Transaction List, it is now possible to select required columns,
arrange them in a desired manner, and save the preferred arrangements as Templates for future
use.

New Custom Section in Detail Pages
The Portfolio Details, Investment Details, Transaction Details and the Legal Entity Details pages
in the application now include an additional Custom section. This section shows the respective
customer-specific fields (if defined).
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MiFID Section in Transaction Details
The MiFID section from Transaction Details page contains now also the MiFID custom segments
if available.

Figure 15: Transaction Details - MiFID

Custom Translations for Menu Items
The Menu and the Composed Toolbox sections in the Config file have been extended with the
Descriptions tag that enables the users to easily add custom translations for menu items.

Figure 16: Adding Custom Translations for Menu Items
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Investment Details
Price information is also visible in the Investment Details page by means of the t wo fields ‘Last
Price’ and ‘Last Price Date’ and an interactive price chart.

Figure 17: Investment Details - Price Chart

Transaction List Templates
Templates available for organizing transaction lists in the Classic application are also available
for selection in the Allocare WEB application.

Figure 18: Templates Defined in the Classic Application are available in Allocare WEB

Cash Flow Tree
The Allocare WEB can be configured to display the Cash Flow Details and the Cash Flow Tree
with gross or net amounts.
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Automatic Adjustment of Screen Display
Application has been optimized for cases when the window size is too small to contain the parameters and the results together. In such a case, after the Display command is executed, the
screen automatically scrolls down the page so that the results area is shown.

Configurable Display Button
The desired position of Display button on the pages can be defined in the configuration file.
The button can either be positioned within the parameters area:

Figure 19: Display Button (Standard Position)

Or it can be shown below the parameters:

Figure 20: Display Button (New Position)

Miscellaneous
 The graphics processing library used by the application has been changed in order to overcome a recurring problem in PDF export (due to Microsoft Windows updates).
 Internet Explorer 11 if running in the ‘Compatibility Mode’ was causing some problems in the
application. The Compatibility Mode is therefore now ignored.
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6.

System Requirements

6.1

Operating Systems

Allocare AMS Release 18.3 supports the following operating systems:


Windows 10 is supported for workstations.



Windows 8 and Windows 8.1 are supported for workstations.



Windows 7 (Service Pack 1) is supported for workstations.

Note:

Support for Windows Vista has been discontinued.



Windows Server 2016 is supported as server operating system running Microsoft SQL Server
or Internet Information Services.



Windows Server 2012 and Windows Server 2012 R2 are supported as server operating system running Microsoft SQL Server or Internet Information Services.



Windows Server 2008 R2 is supported as server operating system running Microsoft SQL
Server or Internet Information Services (Service Pack 1 required for SQL Server installation).

Note:

6.2

AMS applications will not run on the Windows Server 2008 anymore.

Database Management Systems

Allocare AMS Release 18.3 supports the following database management systems:


Microsoft SQL Server 2016 (Service Pack 1)



Microsoft SQL Server 2014 (Service Pack 1)



Microsoft SQL Server 2012 (Service Pack 3)

Note:


Support for SQL Server 2008 / 2008R2 is discontinued from release 18.3.

SQL Server Native Client 10.0 and 11.0.

6.3

Web Servers

Allocare WEB Release 18.3 will run on Microsoft IIS 7.0 and 10.0.


ASP.NET 4.5 (Microsoft .NET Framework 4.5 is required).

6.4

Web Browsers

Allocare WEB Release 18.3 supports the following browsers:


Microsoft Internet Explorer version 8.0 up to 11.0



Microsoft Edge (Windows 10)



Firefox 53



Chrome 58.0



Safari 10.0 on Macintosh
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Note:

6.5

The supported upper version can be configured in the Allocare AMS configuration
file. As long as a newer version is backward compatible, only the configuration file
needs to be changed.

Installation Requirements

An important installation prerequisite is the Microsoft Visual C++ 2017 Redistributable –
14.12.2581.0 that must be available on a client machine before installing the Allocare AMS application suite. When the Allocare AMS installation is executed through the Setup executable
provided on the installation CD, the redistributable is automatically installed (if not already
available). Users may also install it manually on to their systems.
The Microsoft Visual C++ Redistributable installation also includes the Update for Universal C
Runtime in Windows. Note that when Allocare AMS is installed by copying all files from the
installation CD, the Update for Universal C Runtime in Windows (KB2999226) must be installed
on the system manually (if not already installed by the Windows Update).
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7.

Overview of Available Modules

7.1

Standard Modules

Module

Description

Standing Data

Various editors and lists for maintaining the standing data necessary for asset management.

Portfolio Analysis

Analysis Tree and Matrix for analyzing portfolio figures under
different scenarios, constraints, events and more.

Transaction Management

Transaction management features for a multitude of transaction
types.

Performance Measurement

A vast array of methods for measuring portfolio returns.

Constraints

Setup of constraints and monitoring portfolios.

Standard reports

Approximately 30 standard reports covering the basic requirements for portfolio management reporting.

Administration

An administration tool for managing users, groups and other security features.

Executive

A batch tool for automated calculations.

Integration

A tool for the import / export of feed data.

Info

A communication tool enabling exchange of messages between
the users / groups of the same database.

7.2

Add-Ons

Module

Description

TOM

Trade Order Management.

FPV / TSS

Flexible Portfolio Valuation / Time Series Schema.

Value at Risk (VaR)

Value at Risk Analysis (historic, Monte Carlo, RiskMetrics).

Scenario/ Stress Testing

Scenario and Stress Testing Analysis.

RTV

Real Time Valuation (prices, FX).

FIA

Fixed Income Attribution.

MFC

Management and Performance Fee Calculation.

TCC

Transaction Cost Calculation (includes Actual/Target Cost Analysis).

GIPS

Composite Management.

BRM

Breach Management.

Legal Constraints a)

Legal/Regulatory Constraints for funds.

Constraint Versioning and
4-Eyes-Principle

Managing constraint changes.

Corporate Actions

Automated processing of corporate actions.

Allocare WEB

Web based solution for investors and asset owners to analyze
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Module

Description
portfolios anytime and anywhere.

Tax Reportinga)
Customized
Reporting

a)

Tax Reporting for several countries.
Customized reporting in your look & feel based on individual
requirements.

MiFID Transaction
Reporting

MiFID II / MiFIR data setup and transaction reporting.

Reporting 2.0

Report customization, composition and design / development
modules

7.3

Standard Interfaces

Module

Description

Allocare GDF

Allocare General Data Feed (GDF) is a standard interface to import data
and export data from an Allocare AMS Database.

Market Data a)

Interfaces to market data providers (e.g. SIX Financial Information,
Bloomberg)

Custodiansa)

Interfaces to more than ten custodians (e.g. State Street, UBS, Pictet,
…) in multiple booking centers

Ordersa)

Interfaces to Brokers/Trading platforms (e.g. Bloomberg TSOX /
EMSX)

Settlement
Instructions

Instructions for custodians and brokers

Core Applications a)

Interfaces to Core Banking (e.g. Avaloq) or Investment and Fund Accounting Systems (e.g. GP3, SAP)

a)

Please contact Allocare Support for latest information on coverage.
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